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COUNTING ABELIAN GROUP STRUCTURES

FRANCIS CLARKE

(Communicated by Jonathan I. Hall)

Abstract. A bijective proof is given of a recurrence for the function counting
the number of binary operations which endow a finite set with the structure
of an abelian group. The proof depends on a lemma in “labelled homological
algebra” and provides a simple route to a “curious result” of Philip Hall.

1. Introduction

The crucial element in a “curious result” due to Philip Hall [3] is a formula for
the sum of the reciprocals of the orders of the automorphism groups of abelian
groups whose order is a given power of a prime. This formula follows very easily
from a recurrence, stated below as part (3) of Corollary 2.3, for such sums due to
Henri Cohen and Hendrik Lenstra [1]. Their proof involves considering first only
abelian groups with a restricted number of generators, and then letting that bound
tend to infinity.

In Theorem 2.2 we restate the key recurrence which gives rise to this formula in
terms of the function giving the number of binary operations on a set of cardinality n
which endow the set with the structure of an abelian group. In this form we give
a bijective proof for the recurrence, in which the essential ingredient is a result,
Lemma 3.1, in the theory of labelled extensions.

2. AG-structures

If S is a finite set, let AG(S) denote the set of all binary operations α : S×S → S
such that (S, α) is an abelian group. We shall refer to an element of AG(S) as an
AG-structure on S. If n is a natural number, let AG(n) denote the cardinality of
the set AG(S), where S is any set of cardinality n; thus

∣∣AG(S)
∣∣ = AG

(
|S|

)
. We

shall write w(n) := AG(n)/n!.
If G is a given abelian group, written additively, of order n and S is a set of

cardinality n, then any bijection φ : S → G determines an element of AG(S) by the
formula α(s, t) = φ−1

(
φ(s) + φ(t)

)
. The automorphism group of G acts freely, on

the left, on the set of such bijections, and it is clear that two bijections determine
the same AG-structure if and only if they are in the same Aut(G)-orbit. Thus

∣∣{α ∈ AG(S) : (S, α) ∼= G }
∣∣ =

n!∣∣Aut(G)
∣∣ .
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It follows that

AG(n) = n!
∑

|G|=n

1∣∣Aut(G)
∣∣ ,

so that

(2.1) w(n) =
∑

|G|=n

1∣∣Aut(G)
∣∣ ,

where in these summations we take a representative from each isomorphism class
of abelian groups of order n.

The main purpose of this paper is to give a bijective proof of the following result.

Theorem 2.1.

n AG(n) =
∑

d|n

n!
d!

AG(d).

Theorem 2.1 is, of course, equivalent to

Theorem 2.2 (Cohen and Lenstra [1, Theorem 3.6 (ii)]).

n w(n) =
∑

d|n
w(d).

The following results are simple consequences of Theorem 2.2.

Corollary 2.3. (1) The function w is multiplicative in the sense that w(mn) =
w(m)w(n) if m and n are coprime.

(2)

w(n) =
∑

d|n
µ(n/d)dw(d),

where µ is the Möbius function.
(3) If q is prime, then

w(qk) =
1
qk

(1 − 1
q )(1 − 1

q2 ) . . . (1 − 1
qk )

.

�

Classifying partitions according to their largest part leads directly to the follow-
ing power series identity due to Euler [2, Ch. XVI]:

∑

k≥0

xk

(1 − x)(1 − x2) . . . (1 − xk)
=

∏

r≥1

1
1 − xr

=
∑

j≥0

p(j)xj,

where p is the partition function. Since if q is prime, there are p(k) isomorphism
classes of abelian groups of order qk, Philip Hall’s “curious result” [3], that

∑

|G| a power of q

1
|G| =

∑

|G| a power of q

1
|AutG| ,

is an immediate consequence of equation (2.1) and Corollary 2.3(3). Other proofs
of Hall’s result can be found in [5, 6, 7, 8].
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3. A bijective proof of Theorem 2.1

Our proof depends on a result from what might be termed the theory of labelled
extensions. In standard homological algebra one considers extensions up to con-
gruence; see [4, III.1]. But here we will put no such equivalence relation on our
extensions. This does, however, entail being rather more precise about what we
mean by a quotient AG-structure.

Suppose then that B is a finite set and β ∈ AG(B). If A is a subset of B, then
α ∈ AG(A) is, of course, a sub-AG-structure of β if β restricts to α on A × A.

In this situation, the standard quotient construction provides us with the follow-
ing data:

(1) a partition of the set B into |B|/|A| subsets, known as cosets, one of which
is A, and each of which has cardinality |A|;

(2) an AG-structure on the set C of cosets, in which A ∈ C is the zero element;
(3) a transitive action of the group (A, α) on each coset, given by a : x �→ β(a, x)

if a ∈ A and x ∈ X ∈ C.
The following lemma answers the question of how many different elements of

AG(B) which extend α can give rise to the same quotient structure. Its most
noteworthy feature is that, unlike in classical homological algebra, the number of
extensions does not depend on the group structures of the subgroup and quotient.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose B is a finite set. Suppose the following are given:
(1) a partition of B into d subsets, which we will refer to as “cosets”, each of

which has cardinality e;
(2) an AG-structure on the set of cosets;
(3) an AG-structure on the zero coset of that structure;
(4) a transitive group action of the zero coset on each of the other cosets.

Then there are ed−1 elements β ∈ AG(B) such that β restricts to the given structure
on the zero coset, and provides the structure on the set of cosets and the actions
of (4) by the quotient group construction.

Proof. Write A ⊂ B for the zero coset, and C for the set of cosets. To simplify
the notation we will write all group operations, and the action of A on each of the
cosets, as addition. All zero elements will be written as 0. The context should
determine which operations and which zero elements are referred to.

If we choose “coset representatives”, i.e., pick a function u : C → B such that
u(X) ∈ X, then, because of the action of A on each X ∈ C, an AG-structure on B
with the required properties is determined once we know u(X) + u(Y ) for each
X, Y ∈ C. Moreover, u(X) + u(Y ) ∈ X + Y , so that

(3.1) u(X) + u(Y ) = u(X + Y ) + f(X, Y )

for some f(X, Y ) ∈ A.
We will only consider normalised coset representatives for which u(A) = 0, i.e.,

u(0) = 0. Then the requirements for (3.1) to define an AG-structure on B are that
the function f : C × C → A satisfies

f(X, 0) = 0,

f(X, Y ) = f(Y, X),

f(X, Y ) + f(X + Y, Z) = f(X, Y + Z) + f(Y, Z),
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for all X, Y, Z ∈ C. Following [4, III.2 Exercise 2], let G(C, A) be the set of such
functions.

If another choice v : C → S of normalised coset representatives is made, then
v(X) = u(X) + h(X) for some function h : C → A such that h(0) = 0. Now if
v(X) + v(Y ) = v(X + Y ) + g(X, Y ) for a function g ∈ G(C, A), then clearly

g(X, Y ) = f(X, Y ) + h(X) + h(Y ) − h(X + Y ).

Let R(C) be the set of normalised coset representatives, and let F (C, A) be the
set of functions h : C → A satisfying h(0) = 0. It is clear that F (C, A) and G(C, A)
are abelian groups under pointwise addition in A.

The group F (C, A) acts on the set R(C) × G(C, A) with h ∈ F (C, A) sending
(u, f) ∈ R(C) × G(C, A) to

(
X �→ u(X) + h(X), (X, Y ) �→ f(X, Y ) + h(X) + h(Y ) − h(X + Y )

)
.

The AG-structures which we wish to count are in one-one correspondence with the
orbits of this action.

Since
∣∣F (C, A)

∣∣ =
∣∣R(C)

∣∣ = ed−1 and F (C, A) clearly acts freely, the lemma
will follow if we can show that

∣∣G(C, A)
∣∣ = ed−1. But this follows easily from

elementary (classical) homological algebra. The function δ : F (C, A) → G(C, A)
given by δ(h) : (x, y) �→ h(x) + h(y) − h(x + y) has Ker δ = Hom(C, A) and
Coker δ = Ext(C, A); see [4, III.2 Exercise 2]. From this it follows that

∣∣Hom(C, A)
∣∣ ×

∣∣G(C, A)
∣∣ =

∣∣Ext(C, A)
∣∣ ×

∣∣F (C, A)
∣∣ =

∣∣Ext(C, A)
∣∣ × ed−1.

But it is a simple matter to check that for finite abelian groups C and A, the groups
Hom(C, A) and Ext(C, A) have the same order; in fact they are (non-canonically)
isomorphic. �

We may now deduce the recurrence for AG(n).

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let S be a set of cardinality n. Let (x, α) ∈ S×AG(S), and
suppose that x has order e in the abelian group (S, α). We can form the quotient
by the subgroup 〈x〉 generated by x. Writing n = de, we have, in the way we have
discussed, a partition of S into d cosets of cardinality e, an AG-structure on the set
of cosets, a cyclic group structure on the neutral coset in which the given element x
is a generator, and a transitive action of this cyclic group on each of the cosets.

There are
n!

(e!)dd!

such partitions, and for each one the number of AG-structures on the set of cosets
is AG(d). Given a partition with an AG-structure, there are e! ways of choosing
on the zero coset a cyclic group structure with a specified generator x, and then
for each of the other cosets, there are (e − 1)! ways of making this cyclic group
act transitively. Having made these choices, Lemma 3.1 shows that there are ed−1

elements of AG(S) such that the quotient of (S, α) by 〈x〉 yields the chosen data.
We conclude that for each divisor d of n and each x ∈ S there are precisely n!

d! AG(d)
elements of AG(S) with respect to which x has order n/d. Summing over all x ∈ S
and over all divisors of n produces the required identity. �
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